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THE ORBIT SPACE AND BASIC FORMS OF A PROPER LIE
GROUPOID
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Abstract. We show that the complex of basic differential forms on a proper Lie groupoid
is isomorphic to the complex of differential forms on the orbit space equipped with the quo-
tient diffeological structure.
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1. Introduction
Given a compact Lie group G acting on a manifold M , the complex of basic differential
forms yields a cohomology that is shown by Koszul [9] to be isomorphic to the singular
cohomology of the orbit space M/G. If the action is free, then the orbit space is a manifold,
and the basic differential forms on M are in bijection with the differential forms on the orbit
space. Thus, in such a case, Koszul’s theorem combined with the de Rham theorem yields
an isomorphism of de Rham cohomologies. Using the generalised slice theorem of Palais [11],
the above results can be extended to proper Lie group actions.
It is shown in [14, Chapter 3] that the orbit space of a compact Lie group action equipped
with the quotient diffeological smooth structure admits a de Rham complex that is isomor-
phic to the complex of basic forms on the manifold. The corresponding de Rham coho-
mologies are therefore isomorphic. This, in particular, includes the non-free case. In [7],
this result is generalised further to Lie group actions in which the identity component acts
properly. In particular, the result holds for proper Lie group actions.
The purpose of this paper is to push the above result into the realm of Lie groupoids:
Main Theorem. Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0) be a proper Lie groupoid. Then the de Rham complex
of basic forms on G0 is isomorphic to the de Rham complex of differential forms on the orbit
space G0/G1.
Here and throughout this paper, we make the assumption that the Lie groupoids we are
working with are finite dimensional, paracompact, and Hausdorff. It has been shown ([2];
see also [3], [15], [16], [17]) that proper Lie groupoids are locally Morita equivalent to action
groupoids of compact Lie group actions (see Corollary 6.6). Thus, locally, the Main Theorem
is true for proper Lie groupoids, and we show that it in fact extends to a global result. We
accomplish this by constructing a functor between the weak 2-category of Lie groupoids
and the category of diffeological spaces, which enables us to rigorously pass between the
two languages (see Theorem 4.17). The relationship between Lie groupoids and diffeological
spaces is also studied in [8].
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We can reword the Main Theorem as follows. There is a bijection between the basic forms
of the Lie groupoid G1 ⇒ G0, and the basic forms of the relation groupoid G0×pi G0 (where
pi : G0 → G0/G1 is the quotient map), equipped with the diffeological structure induced by
G0×G0. (See Example 2.8 and Remark 3.5.) This perspective may give insight into how to
generalise the result beyond proper groupoids.
In [12] Section 8, a different but equivalent definition of basic differential form on a proper
Lie groupoid is used to establish an isomorphism between the de Rham cohomology of the
basic forms and the singular cohomology of the orbit space. Thus in conjunction with this
paper we obtain a de Rham theorem for the diffeological differential forms on the orbit
space; that is, an isomorphism between the de Rham cohomology on the orbit space and its
singular cohomology. It follows that the de Rham cohomology of basic differential forms is
an homotopy invariant of the orbit space.
There remains a question of what conditions on a Lie groupoid induce an isomorphism
of complexes between the diffeological forms on the orbit space and the basic forms. The
author at this time does not know of any examples in which this is not the case. Indeed,
even when the quotient is diffeologically non-trivial but has trivial topology, such as the
1-dimensional irrational torus, we still obtain the same result. (See Exercises 4 and 105 of
[5], with solutions at the end of the book. See also Examples 6.13 and 6.14 of [7].)
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we review the basics of diffeology required
for this paper. A more thorough source is [5]. In Section 3, we review basic differential forms
in the Lie groupoid setting. In Section 4, we review bibundles and Morita equivalence of Lie
groupoids, and construct a functor between groupoids and diffeological spaces. In Section 5,
we apply the results of the previous section to basic differential forms. In Section 6 we
review linearisations in the context of Lie groupoids. Finally, in Section 7, we prove the
Main Theorem.
The author would like to thank Rui Loja Fernandes, Eugene Lerman, and Ioan Mărcuţ
for many illuminating discussions about Lie groupoids, and Yael Karshon for her comments.
2. Background: Diffeology
Reiterating what was stated in the introduction, henceforth, we will assume that all Lie
groupoids are finite dimensional, paracompact, and Hausdorff. Throughout the paper, we
will denote by s and t the source and target maps of a groupoid. For a more detailed reference
on diffeological spaces, see [5].
Definition 2.1 (Diffeology). Let X be a set. A parametrisation of X is a map of sets
p : U → X where U is an open subset of Euclidean space (no fixed dimension). A diffeology
D on X is a set of parametrisations satisfying the following three conditions.
(1) (Covering) D contains all constant maps into X.
(2) (Locality) Let p : U → X be a parametrisation such that there exist an open cover
{Uα} of U and a family {pα} ⊆ D such that for each α,
p|Uα = pα.
Then p ∈ D.
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(3) (Smooth Compatibility) Let (p : U → X) ∈ D. Then for every n ∈ N, every open
subset V ⊆ Rn, and every smooth map F : V → U , we have p ◦ F ∈ D.
A set X equipped with a diffeology D is called a diffeological space, and is denoted by (X,D).
When the diffeology is understood, we will drop the symbol D. The parametrisations p ∈ D
are called plots.
Definition 2.2 (Diffeologically Smooth Maps). Let (X,DX) and (Y,DY ) be two diffe-
ological spaces, and let F : X → Y be a map. Then we say that F is (diffeologically) smooth
if for any plot p ∈ DX ,
F ◦ p ∈ DY .
Example 2.3. Let M be a smooth manifold. Then the standard diffeology on M is the set
of all smooth maps f : U → M as U runs over all open subsets of Rn, and n runs over all
non-negative integers. ⋄
Definition 2.4 (Quotient Diffeology). Let (X,D) be a diffeological space, and let ∼ be
an equivalence relation on X. Let pi : X → X/∼ be the quotient map. Then X/∼ comes
equipped with the quotient diffeology, which is the set of all plots that locally factor through
pi. More precisely, a map p : U → X/∼ is a plot if there exist an open cover {Uα} of U and
plots qα : Uα → X in D such that for each α,
p|Uα = pi ◦ qα.
Example 2.5. Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0) be a Lie groupoid, and fix x ∈ G0. Recall that the orbit
O of G containing x is the set
O = {y ∈ G0 | ∃g ∈ G1 so that s(g) = x and t(g) = y}.
O is an immersed submanifold of G0 (see [2, Section 1.2]). The orbit space G0/G1 of G is
the quotient of G0 by the equivalence relation ∼ given by: x ∼ y if x and y are in the same
orbit. G0/G1 comes equipped with the quotient diffeology induced by the standard manifold
diffeology on G0. ⋄
Definition 2.6 (Product Diffeology). Let (X,DX) and (Y,DY ) be diffeological spaces.
Then the product diffeology on X×Y contains a map p : U → X×Y as a plot if prX ◦p and
prY ◦ p are plots in DX and DY , respectively. Here, prX and prY are the projection maps.
Definition 2.7 (Subset Diffeology). Let (X,D) be a diffeological space, and let Y ⊆ X.
Then Y comes equipped with the subset diffeology, which is the set of all plots in D with
image in Y .
Example 2.8 (Relation Groupoid). Let (X,DX) and (Y,DY ) be diffeological spaces and
let f : X → Y be smooth. Then, the fibred product
X ×f X = {(x1, x2) ∈ X ×X | f(x1) = f(x2)}
comes equipped with the subset diffeology induced by the product diffeology on X × X.
(Sometimes this product is denoted X ×Y X.)
Given a Lie groupoid G1 ⇒ G0, the fibred product G0 ×pi G0 is equal to the relation
groupoid
{(x1, x2) ∈ G0 ×G0 | ∃g ∈ G1 such that s(g) = x1 and t(g) = x2}
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where the first and second projections are the source and target maps. Moreover, as a set,
this is equal to the image of the groupoid homomorphism (s, t) : G1 → G0 × G0. Note
that while G0 ×pi G0 is generally not a Lie groupoid, it is still a groupoid in the diffeological
category (called a diffeological groupoid). ⋄
Definition 2.9 (Differential Forms). Fix a diffeological space (X,D). A differential k-
form α on X is an assignment to each plot (p : U → X) ∈ D a differential form αp ∈
Ωk(U) satisfying the following smooth compatibility condition: for any open subset V of
some Euclidean space and any smooth map f : V → U , we have
αp◦f = f
∗αp.
Denote the collection of k-forms on X by Ωk(X). Define the exterior derivative d : Ωk(X)→
Ωk+1(X) plot-wise:
(dα)p = d(αp).
Remark 2.10. We have the following facts regarding differential forms.
(1) The 0-forms on a diffeological space are exactly the smooth functions f : X → R (see
Article 6.31 of [5] for details).
(2) The collection of all differential forms on X forms a de Rham complex (Ω∗(X), d)
(see Articles 6.34 and 6.35 of [5]).
(3) If f : X → Y is a smooth map between diffeological spaces, then for any differential
form α on Y , the pullback map f ∗ : α 7→ f ∗α is well-defined, sending k-forms to k-
forms. (See Article 6.32 of [5] for details.) In fact, given a diffeological space (X,D)
and plot p ∈ D, any differential form α on X satisfies αp = p∗α. (See Article 6.33 of
[5].)
3. Background: Basic Differential Forms
Definition 3.1 (Basic Differential Forms). Let G1 ⇒ G0 be a Lie groupoid. A differen-
tial form α on G0 is basic if s
∗α = t∗α.
Remark 3.2. Basic forms of a Lie groupoid form a subcomplex of the de Rham complex of
the base manifold.
Recall the definition of a basic form in the case of a Lie group K acting on a manifold
M : α is basic if and only if it is K-invariant and horizontal; that is, it vanishes on vectors
tangent to the K-orbits.
Lemma 3.3. Let K be a Lie group acting on a manifold M . Then a differential form α is
basic with respect to the action if and only if it is basic with respect to the action groupoid
K ⋉M := (K ×M ⇒ M).
Proof. Fix (k, x) ∈ K ×M , and a vector v ∈ T(k,x)(K ×M). Via a left trivialisation of TK,
we may identify T (K ×M) with K × k× TM where k is the Lie algebra of K. Thus, under
this identification, there is some ξ ∈ k and u ∈ TxM such that v = (k, ξ, u). It follows that
s∗v = u and t∗v = ξM |k·x + k∗u, where ξM is the vector field on M induced by ξ ∈ k.
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Now, given l such vectors v1, ..., vl ∈ T(k,x)(K ×M), where vi = (k, ξi, ui) as above, we
have for any l-form α on M :
s∗α(v1, ..., vl) = α(u1, ..., ul), (1)
t∗α(v1, ..., vl) = α((ξ1)M |k·x + k∗u1, ..., (ξl)M |k·x + k∗ul). (2)
If follows that if α is K-invariant and horizontal, then s∗α = t∗α.
Conversely, assume that s∗α = t∗α. Fix u1, ..., ul ∈ TxM . Then since s is a surjective
submersion, there exist for each i = 1, ..., l vectors vi = (k, ξi, ui) ∈ K × k × TM such that
s∗vi = ui. Without loss of generality we may assume that ξi = 0 for each i. It then follows
from (1) and (2) that α is K-invariant.
On the other hand, using the same notation as above, choose u1 to be tangent to the
K-orbit through x. Then u1 = ζM |x for some ζ ∈ k. Let ξ1 = −Adk(ζ). Then
t∗v1 = −(Adk(ζ))M |k·x + k∗u1 = 0.
It now follows from (1) and (2) that α is horizontal. 
Proposition 3.4 (Basic Forms of the Relation Groupoid). Let (X,DX) be a diffeo-
logical space, let ∼ be an equivalence relation on X, and let Y = X/∼ be equipped with the
quotient diffeology. Let pi : X → Y be the quotient map. Then, a differential form α on X
is the pullback pi∗β of a differential form β on Y if and only if for any plots p1, p2 : U → X
in DX such that pi ◦ p1 = pi ◦ p2, we have the equality
p∗1α = p
∗
2α.
Remark 3.5. The above proposition can be reworded as follows. Let pr1 : X ×pi X → X
and pr2 : X ×pi X → X be the canonical projection maps. A differential form α on X is the
pullback of a differential form β on Y if and only if pr∗1α = pr
∗
2α.
Proof. The proof of the proposition and the remark can be found in Article 6.38 of [5]. 
Corollary 3.6 (Pullbacks from the Quotient are Basic). Let G1 ⇒ G0 be a Lie
groupoid, and let pi : G0 → G0/G1 be the quotient map. Then if a differential form α
on G0 is equal to the pullback pi
∗β for some differential form β on G0/G1, then α is basic
with respect to G1 ⇒ G0.
Proof. By Proposition 3.4 and Remark 3.5, we know that pr∗1α = pr
∗
2α. Thus we know that
(s, t)∗(pr∗1α−pr
∗
2α) = 0 (see Example 2.8), and so s
∗α = t∗α; that is, α is basic with respect
to the groupoid G1 ⇒ G0. 
Theorem 3.7 (Group Actions). Let K be a Lie group, and let K ⋉ M be the action
groupoid of an action of K on M in which the identity component of K acts properly. Let
pi : M → M/K be the quotient map. Then pi∗ is an isomorphism between the de Rham
complexes of differential forms on M/K and basic differential forms on M .
Proof. See [7]. 
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4. Bibundles and Morita Equivalence
Some references on actions of groupoids, principal groupoid bundles, and bibundles, in-
clude [6] and [10].
Definition 4.1 (Right Action of a Groupoid). A right action of a Lie groupoid H =
(H1 ⇒ H0) on a manifold P is a pair of smooth maps: the anchor map a : P → H0, and
the action act : P a×tH1 → P sending (p, h) to p · h; along with a smooth functor of Lie
groupoids (a, pr2) making the following diagram commute:
P a×tH1
act
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
pr1
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
pr2
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
P
a
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
● H1
s
zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
t
zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
H0
In particular, a(p ·h) = s(h) and a(p ·u(a(p))) = a(p) where u : H0 → H1 is the unit map.
Moreover, if h acts on p, then a(p) = t(h).
Definition 4.2 (Principal H-Bundles). Let H = (H1 ⇒ H0) be a Lie groupoid. A
principal (right) H-bundle ρ : P → B is a pair of manifolds P and B with a surjective
submersion ρ between them, along with a right H-action on P with anchor map a : P → H0
such that ρ is H-invariant, and P a×tH1 is diffeomorphic to P ×B P via (p, h) 7→ (p, p · h).
One often refers to this last condition as the action of H being free and transitive on fibres
of ρ.
Remark 4.3. Let H = (H1 ⇒ H0) be a Lie groupoid, and ρ : P → B a principal H-bundle.
Then the diffeomorphism P a×tH1 → P ×B P is in fact an isomorphism of Lie groupoids
(P a×tH1 ⇒ P ) → (P ×B P ⇒ P ), which is the identity on objects. Here, P ×B P is the
relation groupoid under an equivalence relation in which the equivalence classes are the fibres
of ρ.
Example 4.4 (Unit Principal H-Bundle). For any Lie groupoid H = (H1 ⇒ H0), the
target map t : H1 → H0 is an example of a principal (right) H-bundle. Here, the action is
right multiplication in H1 and the anchor map is the source map. ⋄
Example 4.5 (Pullback Bundles). LetM be a manifold, H = (H1 ⇒ H0) a Lie groupoid,
ρ : P → B a principal H-bundle, and f : M → B a smooth map. Then, we can form the
pullback bundle f ∗P = M ×B P , which also is a principal H-bundle. ⋄
Definition 4.6 (Left Action of a Groupoid). A left action of a Lie groupoid G =
(G1 ⇒ G0) on a manifold P is a pair of smooth maps: the anchor map a : P → G0, and the
action act : G1s×aP → P sending (g, p) to g ·p; along with a smooth functor of Lie groupoids
(a, pr1) making the following diagram commute:
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G1s×aP
pr
2
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
act
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
pr1
zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
G1
s
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
t
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
P
a
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
G0
In particular, a(g · p) = t(g) and a(u(a(p)) · p) = a(p) where u : G0 → G1 is the unit map.
Moreover, if g acts on p, then a(p) = s(g).
Definition 4.7 (Bibundles). Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0) and H = (H1 ⇒ H0) be Lie groupoids.
Then a bibundle P : G→ H is a manifold P equipped with a left groupoid action of G with
anchor map aL : P → G0, and a right groupoid action of H with anchor map aR : P → H0
such that the following are satisfied.
(1) The two actions commute.
(2) aL : P → G0 is a principal (right) H-bundle.
(3) aR is G-invariant.
G1

P
aL
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦ aR
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
H1

G0 H0
Example 4.8 (Smooth Functor). Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0) and H = (H1 ⇒ H0) be Lie
groupoids, and f : G→ H a smooth functor between them. Then the pullback of t : H1 →
H0 by f0 : G0 → H0 is a bibundle from G to H . ⋄
Definition 4.9 (Isomorphism of Bibundles). Let G and H be Lie groupoids, and let
P : G → H and Q : G → H be bibundles between them. An isomorphism of bibundles
α : P → Q is a diffeomorphism that is (G-H)-equivariant; that is, α(h · p · g) = h · α(p) · g.
Definition 4.10 (Composition of Bibundles). Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0), H = (H1 ⇒ H0),
and K = (K1 ⇒ K0) be Lie groupoids, and let P : G → H and Q : H → K be bibundles.
Define the composition Q ◦ P : G → K to be the bibundle (P ×H0 Q)/H , where H acts on
the fibred product via the diagonal action. (See [6], Remark 3.30 for a proof that this in fact
is a bibundle between G and K.)
Definition 4.11 (Morita Equivalence). Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0) and H = (H1 ⇒ H0) be Lie
groupoids, and let P : G→ H be a bibundle between them. P is invertible if its right anchor
map aR : P → H0 makes P into a principal (left) G-bundle, defined similarly to a principal
(right) bundle. In this case, we can construct a bibundle P−1 : H → G by switching the
anchor maps, inverting the left G-action into a right G-action, and doing the opposite for
the H-action. Then, P ◦ P−1 is isomorphic to the bibundle corresponding to the identity
map on H , and P−1 ◦ P isomorphic to the bibundle representing the identity map on G. In
the case that G and H admit an invertible bibundle between them, they are called Morita
equivalent groupoids.
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Definition 4.12 (Restriction of a Lie Groupoid). Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0) be a Lie
groupoid. Let U ⊆ G0 be an open set. Then define the restriction of G to U , denoted
G|U , to be the Lie groupoid with objects points of U , arrows s−1(U)∩ t−1(U), and the source
and target maps given by the appropriate restrictions of those of G.
Example 4.13 (Saturation). Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0) be a Lie groupoid, and U ⊆ G0 be an
open subset. The saturation of U , denoted UG, is the set of all points x ∈ G0 such that
there exists g ∈ G1 with s(g) ∈ U and t(g) = x. Equivalently, this is the smallest “invariant”
open set containing U . Note that the openness of UG follows from t being a submersion. As
shown in Example 3.2 of [2], the restriction of G to U is Morita equivalent to the restriction
of G to UG. Indeed, take as a bibundle the submanifold t−1(U) in G1 with the appropriate
restrictions of source and target maps as anchor maps. ⋄
Proposition 4.14 (Bibundles Descend to Smooth Maps). Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0) and
H = (H1 ⇒ H0) be Lie groupoids and P : G → H a bibundle. Then there exists a unique
smooth map ΨP : G0/G1 → H0/H1 such that the diagram below commutes. Moreover, if α
is an isomorphism from P to another bibundle Q : G→ H, then ΨP = ΨQ.
P
aL
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
aR
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
G0
piG

H0
piH

G0/G1
ΨP
// H0/H1
(3)
Proof. Fix x ∈ G0 and denote by [x] the point piG(x). Then define
ΨP ([x]) := piH ◦ aR ◦ σ(x)
for some smooth local section σ of aL about x (recall that aL is a surjective submersion, so
such smooth local sections always exist). We claim that ΨP is well-defined; in particular, it
is independent of representative of [x] and local sections. If y ∈ G0 is another representative
of [x], then there exists g ∈ G1 such that s(g) = x and t(g) = y. Then, aL(g · σ(x)) = y,
and so g · σ(x) ∈ a−1L (y). Let σ
′ be a local section of aL about y. Since aL : P → G0 is
a principal H-bundle, there exists h ∈ H1 such that (g · σ(x)) · h = σ′(y). Thus, since the
G- and H-actions commute and aR is G-invariant, it follows that aR(σ
′(y)) = s(h). Since
aR(σ(x)) = t(h) we have
piH(aR(σ(x))) = piH(aR(σ
′(y))).
Thus, ΨP ([x]) is well-defined.
To show uniqueness, fix p ∈ P . Then, piG(aL(p)) = [aL(p)] and piH(aR(p)) = [aR(p)], so
any map between G0/G1 and H0/H1 would need to send [aL(p)] to [aR(p)]. This defines such
a map uniquely, and ΨP satisfies this.
Next, we show that ΨP is diffeologically smooth. Fix a plot p : U → G0/G1 and u ∈ U .
There exist an open neighbourhood V ⊆ U of u and a plot q : V → G0 such that p|V = piG◦q.
Since aL is a surjective submersion, there exist an open neighbourhood W ⊆ G0 of q(u) and
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a smooth section σ : W → P of aL|a−1
L
(W ). Since aR ◦ σ is a smooth map of manifolds, we
have that aR ◦ σ ◦ q|q−1(W ) is a plot of H0, and so piH ◦ aR ◦ σ ◦ q|q−1(W ) = ΨP ◦ p|q−1(W ) is a
plot of H0/H1. Since u ∈ U is arbitrary, the locality axiom of diffeology guarantees that ΨP
is a smooth map.
Finally, the fact that isomorphic bibundles P and Q descend to the same smooth map
ΨP = ΨQ between orbit spaces follows immediately from the uniqueness of ΨP and the fact
that α is (G-H)-equivariant. 
Lemma 4.15. Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0), H = (H1 ⇒ H0), and K = (K1 ⇒ K0) be Lie
groupoids, and let P : G → H and Q : H → K be bibundles. Then, ΨQ◦P = ΨQ ◦ ΨP .
Moreover, if Q = P−1, then ΨP is a diffeomorphism.
Proof. The map ΨQ◦P is the unique map making the following diagram commute.
P ×H0 Q
pr1
yyrr
rr
rr
rr
rr
r pr2
&&▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
P
piG◦a
P
L

Q
piK◦a
Q
R

G0/G1
Q◦P
// K0/K1
To show that Q ◦ P = Q¯ ◦ P¯ it is enough to show that for any (p, q) ∈ P ×H0 Q, we have
Q¯ ◦ P¯ (piG ◦ a
P
L(p)) = piK ◦ a
Q
R(q).
But this reduces to showing that
piH ◦ a
P
R(p) = piH ◦ a
Q
L (q),
and this is automatic by definition of P ×H0 Q.
Now assume that K = G and Q = P−1. Then P−1 ◦ P is equivariantly diffeomorphic to
the bibundle induced by the identity functor on G. P ◦ P−1 has a similar relation with the
identity functor on H . By Proposition 4.14, we have that ΨP is a diffeomorphism. 
Remark 4.16. It follows from Lemma 4.15 that if G and H are Morita equivalent groupoids,
then G0/G1 and H0/H1 are diffeomorphic diffeological spaces.
Theorem 4.17 (Ψ Induces a Functor). There is a functor between the weak 2-category
of Lie groupoids with bibundles as 1-arrows and isomorphisms of bibundle as 2-arrows, and
the category of diffeological spaces.
Proof. Define Ψ as follows. For any Lie groupoid G1 ⇒ G0, let Ψ(G1 ⇒ G0) be the orbit
space G0/G1 equipped with the quotient diffeology. For any bibundle P , letΨ(P ) be the map
ΨP . For any isomorphism of bibundles α, let Ψ(α) be the trivial 2-arrow of the 1-category
of diffeological spaces.
It follows from Proposition 4.14 and Lemma 4.15 that Ψ is a well-defined functor. 
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5. Bibundles and Differential Forms
Proposition 5.1 (Pullbacks of Basic Forms by Bibundles). Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0) and
H = (H1 ⇒ H0) be Lie groupoids, and let P : G → H be a bibundle between them, with
anchor maps aL : P → G0 and aR : P → H0. Then for any H-basic form β ∈ Ωkbasic(H0),
there exists a unique G-basic form α ∈ Ωkbasic(G0) such that a
∗
Lα = a
∗
Rβ.
Proof.
G1s×aP
pr2

actG

pr1
zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
P a×tH1
actH

pr1

pr2
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
G1
s

t

P
aL
zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
P
aR
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍ H1
s

t

G0 H0
Fix an H-basic k-form β on H0. Consider the pullback a
∗
Rβ. Recall that by Definition 4.1,
since H acts on P on the right, we have a Lie groupoid P a×tH1 ⇒ P with source actH and
target pr1. Since β is H-basic, we have
act∗H a
∗
Rβ = pr
∗
2s
∗β = pr∗2t
∗β = pr∗1a
∗
Rβ
and so a∗Rβ is basic.
By Remark 4.3, a∗Rβ is also basic with respect to the relation groupoid P ×G0 P ⇒ P ,
and so its pullback (pr2, act)
∗a∗Rβ to G1s×aP by the map (pr2, act) is basic. It follows from
Remark 3.5 that there exists a form α on G0 such that a
∗
Lα = a
∗
Rβ. Moreover, since aL is a
surjective submersion, the pullback map a∗L is injective, and so α is the unique such form.
We claim that α is G-basic. Indeed,
pr∗1s
∗α = pr∗2a
∗
Lα = pr
∗
2a
∗
Rβ = act
∗
G a
∗
Rβ = act
∗
G a
∗
Lα = pr
∗
1t
∗α.
Since aL is a surjective submersion, so is pr1 : G1 ×G0 P → G1. Thus, the pullback pr
∗
1 is an
injection, and we conclude that s∗α = t∗α. This completes the proof. 
Remark 5.2. In the proposition above, we can think of α as the pullback of β by P , and
so we will denote α by P ∗β.
Corollary 5.3. Let G and H be Morita equivalent Lie groupoids. If P : G → H is an
invertible bibundle representing this equivalence, then P ∗ is an isomorphism of de Rham
complexes between H-basic forms and G-basic forms.
Proof. Since P is invertible, the right anchor map aR : P → G0 is a surjective submersion,
and we can use the arguments in the proof of Proposition 5.1 to obtain a bijection between
H-basic forms and G-basic forms. 
Remark 5.4. For the reader familiar with stacks, the Morita invariance of basic differential
forms described in Corollary 5.3 can be seen quite easily in the language of stacks. Let
G be a Lie groupoid, and BG its corresponding differentiable stack over manifolds (given
a manifold M , the fibre BG(M) is the groupoid of all principal G-bundles over M). A
basic differential k-form α on G0 yields a map of stacks α : BG → Ωk(·). Conversely,
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any map of stacks β : BG → Ωk(·) pulls back to a map G0 → Ωk(·), which pulls back
further to G0 ×BG G0 ≃ G1 via two isomorphic maps of stacks induced by s : G1 → G0 and
t : G1 → G0. Since Ωk(·) is a discrete stack, the two pullbacks are in fact equal, coinciding
with the definition of a basic form.
The benefit of this approach is that defining a basic form as a map of stacks between BG
and Ωk(·) automatically is independent of an atlas; in particular, since Morita equivalent
Lie groupoids yield isomorphic stacks, their basic differential forms seen as the set of maps
of stacks to Ωk(·) are isomorphic as well. For details on stacks and their relation to Lie
groupoids, see for example [4] and [6].
6. Linearisations
We begin this section by reviewing linearisations in the context of Lie groupoids. The
following discussion and notation is adapted from [2, Section 1.2], although for more details
the reader should consult this reference. See also [3], [15], [16], and [17].
Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0) be a Lie groupoid, and let O ⊆ G0 be an orbit. G restricts to the Lie
groupoid G|O = s−1(O). Let NO be the normal bundle to O with projection ρ. Then the
normal bundle to G|O in G1, denoted NO(G), is a Lie groupoid over NO with source and
target the maps induced by ds and dt.
Lemma 6.1. Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0) be a Lie groupoid, and let O be an orbit in G0. Fix
x ∈ O. Denote by Gx the stabiliser of x and Nx the normal space to O at x. Then, there
is a linear action of Gx on Nx such that NO(G) ⇒ NO is Morita equivalent to the action
groupoid Gx ⋉Nx.
Proof. See [2, Example 1.3] for the definition of the action of Gx on Nx. The proof of the
Morita equivalence is in [2, Example 3.3]. 
Definition 6.2 (Linearisations). Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0) be a Lie groupoid, and let O be an
orbit in G0. Then the Lie groupoid NO(G) ⇒ NO is called a linearisation of G at O. We
say that G is linearisable at O if there exist open neighbourhoods U ⊆ G0 and V ⊆ NO of
O and an isomorphism of groupoids G|U ∼= NO(G)|V which is equal to the identity on G|O.
Finally, we say that G is linearisable if it is linearisable at each of its orbits.
Remark 6.3. Note that we do not require U and V to be invariant above. The reader should
note that arbitrarily small invariant neighbourhoods may not always exist (see Example 6.4).
Example 6.4 (No Arbitrarily Small Invariant Neighbourhoods). This example is
from [1]. Consider the vector field X on R2 defined as
X|(x,y) = sin(x)∂x|(x,y) + cos(x)∂y|(x,y).
X is 2pi-periodic in both the x and y directions, and is bounded, and so descends to a vector
field X˜ on the torus R2/(2piZ)2. The flow of X˜ induces an R-action that is free everywhere
except on two disjoint circles. The stabiliser at any point on either of these circles is equal
to 2piZ ⊂ R. Thus, the corresponding action groupoid is not proper. Also, the circles do
not admit arbitrarily small invariant open neighbourhoods. By Lemma 6.1, a linearisation
of one of the circles is Morita equivalent to an action of 2piZ on R. ⋄
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Theorem 6.5 (Proper Lie Groupoids are Linearisable). Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0) be a
proper Lie groupoid. Then G is linearisable.
Proof. See Theorem 1 of [2]. 
Corollary 6.6. Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0) be a proper Lie groupoid, and let O be an orbit in G0.
Fix x ∈ O, and let Gx be the stabiliser of x and Nx the normal space at x. Then there
exists an open neighbourhood U ⊆ G0 of O such that G|U is Morita equivalent to a linear
action groupoid Gx ⋉Nx. In particular, G|U is Morita equivalent to the action groupoid of
a compact Lie group action.
Proof. This is just the combination of Theorem 6.5 and Lemma 6.1, along with the fact that
stabilisers of proper Lie groupoids are compact. 
7. Proof of Main Theorem
Proof of Main Theorem. Let G = (G1 ⇒ G0) be a proper Lie groupoid. Let piG : G0 →
G0/G1 be the quotient map. By Corollary 3.6, the pullback by piG of any differential form
on G0/G1 is basic. Moreover, pi
∗
G is injective. We wish to show that any basic form is in the
image of pi∗G.
Since G is proper, by Corollary 6.6 there exists an open covering {Vν} of G0 such that for
each ν, the restriction G|Vν is Morita equivalent to an action groupoid Hν⋉Nν of a compact
Lie group Hν acting on a manifold Nν . Moreover, by Example 4.13, for each ν we have that
G|Vν is Morita equivalent to G|V Gν , where V
G
ν is the saturation of Vν . Thus, for each ν there
exists an invertible bibundle
Pν : Hν ⋉Nν → G|V Gν .
Fix a basic differential form α of G. Let iν : V
G
ν → G0 be the inclusion map. Then, by
Corollary 5.3, there exists an Hν-basic form αν on Nν such that
P ∗ν i
∗
να = αν . (4)
Let piν : Nν → Nν/Hν be the quotient map. By Theorem 3.7, there exists a differential
form βν on Nν/Hν such that pi
∗
νβν = αν . Let ΨP−1ν be the smooth map between orbit spaces
induced by the inverse bibundle P−1ν . By Theorem 4.17 and Equation 4,
(piG|V Gν )
∗Ψ∗
P−1ν
β = i∗να. (5)
Let pi : U → G0 (i = 1, 2) be plots satisfying piG ◦ p1 = piG ◦ p2. By Proposition 3.4, to
finish the proof it is enough to show that p∗1α = p
∗
2α. Since {V
G
ν } covers G0, it is enough to
show this for p1|Wν and p2|Wν , where for each ν we define Wν := p
−1
1 (V
G
ν ) = p
−1
2 (V
G
ν ). To
this end, for j = 1, 2,
(pj|Wν)
∗α = (pj|Wν)
∗i∗να = (pj|Wν)
∗(piG|V Gν )
∗Ψ∗
P−1ν
β.
Since piG ◦ p1 = piG ◦ p2, it follows that (p1|Wν)
∗α = (p2|Wν)
∗α.
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Since this holds for each ν, we have a bijection of forms. Since the differential commutes
with pullbacks, and Theorem 3.7 gives us an isomorphism of complexes for compact Lie
group actions, the proof is complete. 
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